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Outline
about behavioral economics 

behavioral economics for tourism business

behavioral economics for tourism sustainability



realizing the importance of psychology



Should I vote?

How much should I save for retirement?

When should I start my diet?

When should I start my diet?

Where should I go for my next holiday?

Psycholog
y

what is behavioral economics?



what is behavioral economics?

HOMO ECONOMICUS

Highly analytical

Extensive information seeking

Fully rational 



what is behavioral economics?

HOMO SAPIENS

Emotional and adaptable

Not seeking (ignoring) information 

Seeking shortcuts to decisions



shortcuts: going along with the choice of others



shortcuts: going along with available information



shortcuts: going along with the default option



behavioral economics explains decisions



traveller behavior, marketing and sustainability



marketing: choice architecture for easy decisions



1) limit alternatives to simplify choice 

More is not better

Offer smaller number of options

If portfolio is large, organize in 
small subsets







2) categorize and organize into sets

Consumer look to compare and 
look for reference points

If you do not provide the reference 
point, they will compare on their 
own (out of your control)

Choice is simple when in sets



2) categorize: structure and organize into sets





3) make it easy to imagine

Difficulty imagining future events

Intangible experiences are difficult 
to compare and assess

Provide visuals to facilitate 
imagination

Use similar characters



3) incorporate videos to make imagining easy



3) use similar characters in visuals



4) condition for complexity: move gradually from 
simpler to more complex choice

Buyers can handle complexity but 
when it is gradual

Move decision from simple to more 
complex a step at a time

Phases and steps add excitement







5) provide price reference points

Blackberry Pearl

$199

$....?



5) provide price reference points

$600?

$400?



5) provide price reference points



sustainability: nudging rather than educating





1) make sustainable options default



2) eliminate unsustainable options



3) make element of the experience



key takeaways
Behavioral economics explains how people make decisions 
and offers tools that align with choice process

Using choice architecture can help simplify the decision 
making journey for travelers and strengthen market success 
of companies

Applying behavioral thinking can lead to more effective 
and lower cost solutions to sustainability problems



Some resources



Thank you!


